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ABSTRACT
Schools and educators are being called to task so
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curricula and teaching methods often intended to maximize affective
learning may have had a substantially negative effect in that the
cognitive development of students may have been neglected. Such ,

innovations as mastery learning may train students on a specific or
limited group of problems but may not enhance the ability of the
_tudent to generalize to a larger domain. Over-use of objective
testing 'at the expense of subjective examination may be partially
responsible for lack of adequate development of writing skills in
students. Among the things that educators can do to begin to address
these and similar problems are: (1) place greater emphasis on
subjective testing and development of writing skills; CO accommodate
low achieving students through guided studies; (3) maintain or
strengthen academic standardsl (It) primarily emphasize basic ski-Us
and cognitive development; and (5) mix traditional education with
proven innovative concepts. A solution to the crisis in the schools
and colleges will not be attained soon. (Author/JDS)
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A DIFFERENT KI- D OF CAANGE IN THE CURRICULUM

For more than a-decade, at first scatte. ed and now

frequent, voices have been heard warning against many of

the newer but often questionable forms of instruction that

have been inundating our schools and colleges. Yet these

ruings have usually gone unheard in the rush -toward mas-

sive infusions of "innovative'curricula and teaching

technique; which have become commonplace today. Many pro-

,qsional educators in recent years have presented so-call d

"objective studies" and "controlled research" to demonstra

that earlier tea,hing methodologies were essentially in

error. Few peoplc would-argue that gradual, reasonable and

proven changes are necessary for the curriculum as they are

for all areas of human endeavo What is at issue, however,

are the many radical and unproven innovations which have

become ubiquitous in classrooms throughout America.

Many of those who have s_pported the new methods for

the New Students," as described by well-known writers such

as K. Patricial Cross and others, have maintained that corn-

P- ition should be removed from the learning scene; that



academic grade inflation" is of

ing the student rather than "subj

goal; and that accommodating the

1
L.

ttle matter, since teach-

-ter" is the major.

_erprepared and the dis-

advantaged is mere important than academic achievement.

Cross's argument that we guarantee education for "each"

(through individualized instruction, ) rather than for all

students does not realLy help to solve the difficuLty:

The overuse of objective testing formats in the class-

room, sometimes almost to the exclusion of written, subjec-

tiveor "blue book" tests has s mply added to the probl

Iile the grading of subjective or -ritten tests is certainly

more time consuming than that -f machine grading of the

"multiple choice" exams, the frme l often reveal students'

academic difficul ies in many wa not indicated by objec-

tive ones. Indeed, some of the radically innovative in-

structors even question the necessiity of students' having

to learn course material in a comptrehensive fashion anyway.

Some have preferred to teach a "few topics" of a discipline

"in depth," thus omitting most of the course material as

such. This app__-ch can be useful for advanced students who

already ha-e a thorough grounding of the basic subject mat-

ter of a discipline; it may be a questionable practice. how-

ever, -or most lower division college -tudents. Of course,

using such a teaching format can be far easier on both



instructor and

non-c-'entific areas. But does this method accomplish one .

of the main objectives of educationthat the stUdent gain

bly cemprel-,ensive grasp of an area of learning?

hear rationalizations maintaining that in to-

ent, especially in the non-technical and

Too often

clay world, when knowledge has gro n in geomet c propor-

tions, it is not necessary'for students to learn much sub-

ject matter;:that "it is better to teach attitudes, interests

and skills because students can alWays look up the facts."

A physician4 lawyer or teacher with such a background would

be of do btlful value in today's society.

By 1975 a strong reaction to the above educational

philosophy; had already developed in many areas. the public

and the Popular media are. new demanding that basic education

and more rigorous effort on the part of both instructors and

students be requir,- One can hardly look at a newspaper or

a popular newsmagazine that does not rail against the manY

queqtiOnable and permissive teaching formats that have been

so muCh in:evidence since the early 1960's. As recently as

five/yea ago such criticisms were rarely heard. Yet today

the !people, representedbya "grass Toot " movemen are in-

creasingly calling schools and educators to task so that

stUdents will once again be able to gain basic academic

aChievement and skills as indicated by acceptable scores

subjective and objective tests. Simply to employ so-called
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"social _omotion" methods u til a student graduates does not

solve the problem. Yet in spite of this obvious crisis, most

of theeducational journals continue to be mainly concerned

with still more "innovat ve" and "non-threatening" grading,

teaching machines, larger amounts of audio.-visual materials

and intevpersonal -elationshlps, etc.

Fred M. Hechinger, the Education Editor of the New

'Times, asks some serious questi_ about innovative teacling

formats of the past two decades and more, which were to accom-

plish so much, when he says:

At the moment, when the most revolutionary
happening seems to be the rediscovery of the Three
R's, it may be enlightening to take a nostalgic
look back at the Golden Age of Progress--the 1950's
and 1960's. Brave new worlds then seemed like
prosperity in 1929, just around the corner. Foun-,
dations were pouring liberal amounts of seed money
into experimentation.

Now, a quarter of a century later, what has
happened to these seeds? Why have so many of them
failed to grow?1

Hechinger refers to examples such as the Ford Foun-

dation's support of curricular innovation in providing funds

to wire the entire school district of Washington County,

Maryland for closed-circuit television and-to many other

TV projects which have failed and have long sin e cea ed

to exist. He also cites the disappointing results of "teach-

ing machines," hich in the late 1960's promised to do so

much for education. Many of these and a myriad of other



"individualied instructional formats, Hechingrr maintains,

have, for a variety _f reasons failed to live up to expoc-

tations a-d are gathering dust in the warehouse s f many

school districts and colleges.2 The system of "vouchers"

and performance contracting formats are other devices that

have likewise prov: _ a disappointment, even though they were

once hailed as a panacea forHfuturist educational methodol-

ogies. Still other curricula and inst-uctional devices which

were to accomplish so much have likewise not lived up to their

supporters' earlier claims and thus have largely been discarded.

Indeed, some of the results of these formats have been so dis

appo nting that,they caused a public demand, to some, degree

with validity, to "bring back the basics.

Wilbert McKeachie, hardly a conservative in educa-ional

circles, questions the value of "contract grading" and "mas-

tery,grading" and generally deplores the phenomenon of aca-

demic grade inflation that 'is so ubiquitous in recent years.

He maintains that mastery systems of grading, contract, and

pass-fail grading are resisted because they are not'eff cient

conveyors of the information useful in predicting'future.

performance. Mc eathieargues that in the contract system

of grading, students gain points not for achievement but,

for carrying out those activities, such as writing

papers or reading books, that should be inducive to achieve-

ment, addi g: "Thus rather than measuring learling, one



assesses whether the student has engaged in activities that

are the m--ns to learning.4

McKeachie is even more critical _f "mastery" learning.

points out th "an achievement examination in a course

is ordinarily designed to sample a g-o p of problems or

generalizations that a student can be expected to solve or

be able to gen _alize t_ a larger domain. But in mastery

learning, he argues, that students ordinarily have to learn

specific and limited information rather than a generalized

area from which sPecifics may be drawn in a test situation.

He maintains that five problems, for example, which have not

been specifically studied during the course would be more of

.a. reasonable sample of future-problems than five which a
,

student had already memorized.5 'Says McKeachie:

Letting students turn in book reports over and
,over again until they do them right is a fine
Ltirl& technique, but not- a good assessment de-
vice The. student who wi7T-Fes an acceptable book
report after ten tries is,probably less able to
write a new report acceptabry than the student
who does it right in'the first place. Thus the
grade on such a rewritten paper is not likely to
be a valid predictor.6

One of my own studies asked ttl,e opinions of 74 faculty

members from five Florida Community Colleges concerning cur-

riculum and instruction as it pertains to their own experi-

ences. The findings of this study (both objective ana sub-

jective, open-ended questions were employed) clearly indicate
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that perhaps three-fo rths of these respondents believe that

more moderate approach to further innovative efforts in

cur iculum and instruction Ic needed. Approximately this

same percentage also maintains in varying degrees that some

-f the heroic efforts which many community colleges employ

in dealing with umderprepared students should be reduced.

.The disappointing results of many of the so-called "innova-

tive formats" they had tried were a major reason for this

negative response. For supporters.of these programs con-

stantly to blame improper application of:innovative tech-

niq es for their failure is hardly a solution to the pr blem.

Even John Rouche, long an advocate of innovative cur-

ricula and instructional methods, now appears to have changed

his earlier position to some degree. Although many of his

previous writings have downgraded cognitive compared with

affective learning, he now has begun to speak out for basic

skills in education. gauche now maintains, for example, that

"social promotion is cheating" in public eduCation, claiming

the Problem of high school graduates who don't have the

skill, necessa y to survive is no longer confined to those

who are low on the socio-economic scale. He goes on to say:

"Yet in many cases these illiterates are students who have

achieved both good grades and the commendations of their

instructors.7 Of course, the hi _ly publicized article in

a recent issue of Newsweek, which de cribes the probleM of



a 197' valedictorian from a District of Columbia High School

graduating class who was repeatedly unable to score higher

than the loIest tenth percentile on college entrance examina-

tions is too well known to require documentation.

At the 1976 annual meeting of the College Entrance

Examination Board at Princeton, New Jersey parti.cipants

were very concerned with the serious drop in the academic

achievement scores of recent high school graduates. One

d scussent. Ben Lawrence, Director of the National Center

_ Higher Education Management Systems, said that in trying

to promote equal ieducational opportunities for all people,

colleges and universities must not lose sight of their com-

mitment to quality education :rid atademic standards. He asked

whether advocates of easy access to higher education are cer-

tain that a just community for higher education can be achieved

without an appropriate balance between access and quality.8

What does this obvieus deterioration of academic stan-,

dards mean for the United States? Of course, the public'

schools and colleges are still graduating many thousands of

high achieving students today; but this does not alter the

fact that far _larger numbers are receiving diplomas which

,signify little concerning disciplinedeffort, academic achieve-

Ment and useful skills. "Change" is indeed needed in ;Ole

system,-but n t the change which the more liberal and'highly

10



innovative educationists have long been advocating. Moderate

and reasonable change is useful and appropriate in education

as in all areas of hu an activity. Yet radical and permis-

sive curricula and instructional formats (many far more ex-

treme than men,ioned above ) are not usually the change most

needed. As already indicated, one change that is demanded,

which may ind cate a return to more substantivt., education,

would include a greater emphas s on subjective testing and

more emphasis in developing wr ting skills. The all objec-

tive test easy to grade but of limited use in making com-

prehensive evaluatio ±) should be More often combined with

a greater use of written or subjective classroom tests.

Grading these papers sho id not put inordinate demands on

an instructor's time Even as little as one-third of a test

of the-subjective variety would be useful; this would still

allow two-thirds of that test to be of ihe easy-to-grade

objective variety.

The "open-door" philosoPhy of the community college

is a correct one; yet this should not mean that academic

standards of a reasonable level cannot be maintained. While

it may be true that many college administrators and faculty

_ _ _

membeYs are concerned with the possible decline in the num-

ber of people,of college age who will be attending their in-

stitutions in the immediate future, as deMographers warn,

this should not be a -signnl for lowering academic standards

11
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even below those which already exi. Studcwts, as perple

in general-, ally rogard more highly that which they re-

spect; if the' believe that their ins:itutions demand rea-

sonably high stan AL. S of academie work, they may not only

tend to study MOTO but MaY SOMetiMOS be less inclined

to become college "drop-outs.'

A realistic "guided studies"program in a community

college could helP to accommodate some low achieving stu-

dents; but others might he better served by entering into

certain types of "on the job training programs" that are

available in many fields. Still others might do well to

withdraw from College and return at a later date when their

willingness to study is greater and their life goals are

more specifically focused. Skilled guidance counsellors'

can be of assistance in helping students to det mine their

vo-ational aspirations. But community'colleges or other

post secondary school instit tions should avoid trying to

"hold" obvio- sly unpromising or unwilling students simply

to keep up enrollments, or for the specious argument, in

this par- icular instance, of serving the "needs" of the

community.

Literally hundreds of articles are now appearing in

public media criticizing the-overly p&missive curri

cula and the lack of ,academic standards in much pre and

post secondary education today. They point out, at the

12



same time, the gro ing numbers of "basic schools" that have

been started throU hout the country in recent months. A

typical example of these institutions describes the vastly

improved levels of acade_ ic achievement that has resulted

from the establishment of sixteen basic schools in Phila.-

d-lphia:

The "back-to-basics" schools require--
examinations on minimum essentiak requiremen s
at the end of each school year before promo-
tion to the next grade.

.An emphasis on mathematics drills, read-
ing with stress on phonics, homework in all
grades on a regular basis and letter grades.'

While special efforts to improve students' reading

and mathematical skills have been in progress for some

time '(reading labs, etc.) -the same cannot be said for

students' lack of writing skills. The Dade County (Miami,

Florida) School System has recogni-ed this writing crisis

:and, therefore, will require, beginning in the Fall of

1977 that students radically deficient in writing skills

take a special course to correct this weakness." One

waold hope that each acade ic instructor would also be re-

quired to include some written as well as objective test-

ing formats in order to help resolve this problem; a

so-called "special course" in writing is not usUally enough

to solve a problem as serious as this one.

One MiaMi-Dade Community College teacher commen on the

situation as follows:

13
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I- think the problem is that students come to
college without much writing experience. In
Social studies you. can _get by with true-false
questions. .Only the English teacher makes you
write. [It might be-added that many do only to
a limited extent] 11

Mrs. Margaret Dinn, a Dade County language a ts consultant,

There's no question but that in the non-compo-
sition classes at the secondary level less
writing was being done than we would_have liked.
As you got carried away with making films or
planning a dramatic production, the writing got
forgotten.... If we teach,youngsters to write
well, we can help them express their 914A think-
ing in a more clear and organized way."

Students should gain exper once not only in writing

skills but also- in ability to include substantive informa-

tion in subjective tests. Yet it did not haveto be that

wayif basic skills and substantive information had been

given as much emphasis in the schools and colleges in the past

two decades as so-called "af-ective" learning'. While

both, indeed, are necessai the prime emphasis in teach-

ing should be on the er. As already mentioned, some

innovative teachin techniques may be useful if they are

carefully.consj:dered and if they insure substantive learn-

ing. Yet--it should not be used as an end in itself, Ivith

litt consideration for basic knowledge and the.develop-

ment of learning skills. This fact is convincingly dra-

matized by Mara Wolynski, a victim of so-called permissive

and innovative education. She describes the non-traditional

1 4



--d permissive school which she attended; the students spent

much of their time being creative and were told that the way

to be happy in life was to create. But she did not learn

to.read until sheigas in'the third grade because "early

reading was thought to discourage creative spontaneity."

Says Wolynski:

Accordingly. we were forced to be creative for n ne
years._ AndYet'Sand and Sea [the name of the
school] has failed to turn out a good artist.'
What we did was, to continually form and re-form
interpersonal relationships and-that's what we
thought learning was all about and we were happy.
At 10, for example, most of us were functionally
illiterate,'but we could tell that Raymond was
J'acAing out" when, in the middle-of whavpassed'
for English he did the twist on the top of his
desk.

When we finally were graduated,however,
all the happy little,children fell down the

No matter what school we went to, we
were the underachievers and the culturally dis-
advantaged. My own reading comprehension was
in the lowest eighty percentile,.not surpris-
ingly I was often asked by teachers how I had
gotten into high schoo1.1-5

This type of educational experience finally be-

ginning to be rectignized by the American people for what-

it is. The prestigious College Entrance Examination Board,

for example, is adding two writing tests to judge college

bound-students next year, tests which a generation ago

had been a regular part of these exams. Sidney-P. Marland,

President of the College Entrance Examination Board, main-.

tains that-the new tests "reflect a serious concern on the

,part -f the College Board membership over the perceptible

1 5
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deteriorationof wri ing ability among the young."14

A solution tO this crisis in the schools and colleges

will not be attained soon. Yet.there already are small

signs on the horizon that appear tolindicate that the prob-

.lem may alreacy have "bottomed out. The frequent damands

from the public media and from the public itself during

the past year or more may be an indication that change for

it

he better may be in the offing.- Yet most of the profes-
L--
sional education periodiAcals have made little discernible

effort to change their.image; permissive, ultra-innovative

and affective teaching still app ar to be th _atchWord;

and the same may be said for many of the-more influential

educational organizations on both the state and national

1.evels. As mentioned above, reasonable and:moderate in-

novation in:the. curriculum- can be useful; but such innova-

tion should not be allowed to reduce academic standards

and interfere with the correct evaluation of student per-

formance. A Proper mix of traditional education. along

'with limited and proven innovative concepts should yield

far better results than 'much of the change that has so

often been employed in recent years under the label of

innovation.

16
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